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Andrus: Death and Resurrection of a Cat

death and resurrection of a cat
her

life had been as most impulse quick
acting out an instinct bred the size of rats feet
scuttling across hardwood floors
A hunter of ancient toothless insects
still life always seemed enough
as she staggered in the grass milk drunk
light beams
and collapsed on a million lightbeams

purring
overstuffed
stuffed
she lived over
as the cushion that held her impression
warm long after stepping out for a meal and
back again Cat
catnapping
napping

suckling kittens
growing old with age tucked beneath calico hair
settling in bones
ready to leave their skeleton in the cool ground

fifteen years

but the sixteenth like a kitten pawing wild at imagination
slowly until blind
pain twisting
she began to step in her dish
each time shaking off the indignation
like shit on a silk slipper
tearing out claws
one by one
until fur hung thick with blood
and the service porch like the aftermath of punctured arteries

perhaps
seif destructing
destruct ing painfully
a tumor self

seventeen years to die
and only eight more times to go
R blain

R blain
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is a

andrus

poet living in reno nevada
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